
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of illustrator. Please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not
necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for illustrator

The CAD illustrator has to deliver the CAD drawings on a global level (APAC,
NCSA, EMEA) and is therefore working closely with the defined Regional
Ensuring Architects within GSD
The CAD illustrator is also supporting the GSD Team in terms of "Planning
guidelines" and GSD Enabling Tools and is delivering required illustrations,
CAD plans or layout design
Ideally, this individual will have broad knowledge of the NGA and other
Intelligence Community (IC) architectures and missions, both current and
future
Additionally, strong communication skills are required for both customers and
fellow architects alike
The graphics artist should have demonstrated practical experience building
graphics based on various system and technical service views
This individual should be able to work independently and proactively
communicate with the program and customer architects and engineering
project personnel
Performs daily, weekly monthly equipment and systems preventive
maintenance and operations checks and services
Perform diversified duties in the preparation of professional graphic
illustrations
Design and create still and animated graphics
Edit existing graphics and collaborate with videographers and video editors
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Technical Illustrator Sketching
10-plus years of hands-on experience in a senior illustrator capacity at a news
media company, an interactive agency or design studio (with Web clients)
Knowledge of yarns and their characteristics is a plus
15-plus years of hands-on illustrator and graphics director experience at an
interactive agency, news media company or design studio (with Web clients)
Proficient in graphics software packages including Creo Parametric, Vis
Mockup, Canvas
Bachelor's or Associate's degree in Graphic Design


